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A note from the BCFOL President:
On Monday, July 6, the BCPL initiated the phased reopening of the library. With this, BCFOL gained
access to the basement. Volunteer activities started in earnest as many of our volunteers returned to
scan, sort, and start to organize the large backlog of donated books.
The BCFOL office has changed from our location in administration to a prominent spot right outside the
elevator. This office will eventually become our main level book store, along with a focal point for
volunteer check-in and a check-in point for the appointment book sales downstairs.
This last Saturday, July 11, was an important date for the BCFOL. Saturday morning, with guidance and
coordination of Lisa Misosky and Emily Burgess, we held the first Artisanal Market on the front lawn of
the library. There were thirteen booths. We will continue to have market sales every Saturday from
8:30—11:00 am and Wednesday 4:00—6:00 pm. If you would like to become a vendor please email
BCFOLCommMarket@gmail.com and follow BCFOL Community Market on Facebook.
Mid morning the same day, we processed our first appointment only sale in the basement of the
library. We allowed ten members per hour from 10:00 am to 2:00 pm. Masking and social distancing
were emphasized. Both of the events were a great success. We made over $1700 on the day! We have
“bugs” to work on, but know that we can continue to improve over the coming weeks. We will
continue our book sales by appointment for the month of July. The books sales will be on Saturdays
and Wednesdays from 10:00—3:00. Please email Janine.brouillette@gmail.com if you would like an
appointment to attend the book sale and follow the Blount County Friends of the Library Facebook
page and blountcountyfol on Instagram for more information.
The eBay effort continues to be strong, as it has been throughout the entire pandemic period.
Special thanks to the volunteers who help get all this work done!
Bruce Robertson
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Managing subject categories
Health, Diet & Fitness
Reference books
Children’s books
Business
Politics
Christian Fiction

Book donation processing
Donation bins
Book scanning for value
Book sorting into categories
eBay research
eBay listing

Book Sale help
Helping patrons on sales floor
Check out

These opportunities do not
require expertise in these
categories, mostly minimal
training and guidelines.
Schedules are very flexible. This
is a great way to serve our community by supporting our
Library.
Volunteer applications are online at BCFOL.org or call the Friends office at 865273-1451
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